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Hotel Activities
PADDLE BOARD
(เร�อยืนพาย)

Request a paddleboard for the day and put

your balance to the test. Spend the day in the

sun and at sea, paddling and exploring what

Phang Nga and Natai beach has to offer. 

YOGA CLASS
(โยคะ)

Relax, stretch, meditate and unwind

with one our exclusive Yoga classes.

With a breathtaking view, let our

experienced Yoga instructors help

you master your technique. Take

some time for self-care for your body,

mind and soul.

FREE WILLY & FREE TIME
(เร�อสป�ดโบ�ท Free Willy และ Free Time)

For the ultimate vacation experience, spend the day out at sea cruising

around some of Phang Nga's and Phuket's most breathtaking islands.

Available to rent or for private charter trips, our Free Willy and Free Time

luxury speed boats are perfect for both smaller and larger groups of

f riends and family looking for a memorable adventure.

TABLE TENNIS
(ป�งปอง)

Make the most of of your time together

and enjoy a game or three of table tennis.

Play together or against each other for a

day f illed with laughter.

COCONUT PAINTING
(เพ�นท�ลูกมะพร�าว)

Enjoy some family fun together with a painting

class at Baba Beach Club Natai. Perfect

for all ages, paint coconuts with your loved

ones for a day of fun and flair.
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VOLLEYBALL
(วอลเลย�บอล)

With exclusive ocean views, challenge each other to a

game of volleyball set up on the soft grass lawn for the

ultimate experience.

BIKING
(ป��นจักรยาน)

Natai area may be known for its

peaceful surroundings but with

great biking trails around, we highly

recommend experiencing some

nearby attractions via bike. Ride your

bicycle and explore Natai Bridge,

Khao Pi Lai view point, Wat Tha Sai

and many more unique s ights

close to Baba Beach Club Natai.

SURFING
(เซิร�ฟโต�คล�่น)

With a pristine and tranquil beach, unplug from

everything around you and work on your surfing

skills at Baba Beach Club Natai. With a variety of

different waves, perfect for beginners as well as

experienced surfers, paddle out and discover

the rush of  catching your own wave.

THAI BOXING
(มวยไทย)

Traditional Muay Thai, which

can also be refered to as

"Thai  Boxing",  is  one of

Thailand's most revered

national sports. Together

with our professional Muay

Thai trainers, hone your skills

and stay active in a fun and

memorable way during your

vacation. 

KAYAKING
(พายเร�อคายัค)

Take the chance to explore the beautiful ocean with a day

of kayaking. It's a fun activity for all ages while experiencing

and discovering the wildlife and nature in a different way.

Paddle at your own pace and enjoy a day at sea.
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:  5.30am - 11pm

:  30 minutes by car

:  8.30am - 5pm

:  40 minutes by car

PHUNG CHANG CAVE
(ถํ้าพ�งช�าง)

For those who love adventures, Phung Chang Cave is a must-visit destination

to check out. The cave is famous for its mesmerizing beauty of nature’s

creation: exotic formations and surrealistic colors of limestone. The cave

is about 600 meters long and takes around one and half hour for the tour

by canoeing and rafting.

:  24 hours

 

Viewpoint & Sightseeing
SAMED NANG SHE
VIEWPOINT
(จ�ดชมว�วเสม็ดนางชี)

“Samed Nang She” Phang Nga new

unseen viewpoint is one of the best

and hottest places to visit for its

spectacular view. At its very peak,

you can let yourself indulge in the

wonders of the limestone cliffs

and islands in Phang Nga Bay,

especially beautiful at sunrise. 

KHAO KAI NUI
(เขาไข�นุ�ย)

Overlooking the Andaman Sea with mist swirling around the limestone

cliffs and mountain tops, the Khao Kai Nui Viewpoint is truly unforgettable.

Transportation up the mountain as well as on-site accommodation

and camping facilities are all operated and run by the local Kai Nui

community.

PILAI BRIDGE
(จ�ดชมว�วสะพานไม�เขาป�หลาย)

Just minutes away from Baba Beach Club Natai, the historic Pilai wooden

bridge is situated on Khao Pilai beach. This tranquil and quite view point

delivers breathtaking ocean views with a sunset session you will never

forget.

:  47 minutes by car

:  2 minutes by car
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RAMAN WATERFALL
(วนอุทยานนํ้าตกรามัญ)

For those who love adventures, Phung Chang Cave is a must-visit destination

to check out. The cave is famous for its mesmerizing beauty of nature’s

creation: exotic formations and surrealistic colors of limestone. The cave

is about 600 meters long and takes around one and half hour for the tour

by canoeing and rafting.

WAT KHAO WATERFALL
(นํ้าตกวัดเขา)

This small waterfall can be hard to find but is definitely worth a visit.

Located only 10 minutes away f rom Baba Beach Club Natai ,

Wat Khao waterfall is perfect fo a day of tranquility while staying away

from the crowd. 

TON PRAI WATERFALL
(นํ้าตกโตนไพร)

Tucked away in the jungle, Ton Prai Waterfall is about 40 minutes

south of Khao Lak with a 700 meter jungle trek before you reach your

destination. One of the more unknown waterfalls in southern Thailand,

you can revel in the peace and quite while having the waterfall almost all

to yourselves.

SA NANG MANORAH
(สระนางมโนราห�)

Sa Nang Manorah is a waterfall with tiers of small ponds. Because of its

beauty, Sa Nang Manorah mirrors Sa Anodad, the bathing place of the

mythical princess Manorah Kinnaree in Thai folklore. The waterfall

can be visited all year long and is a perfect place for dipping yourself

in especially in the hot summer. 

:  8.30am - 4.30pm

:  43 mins minutes by car (Temporary Closed)

 

:  24 hours

:  20 minutes by car

:  8.30am - 4.30pm

:  50 minutes by car

:  24 hours

:  20 minutes by car
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Local Life
TAKUAPA OLD TOWN &
WALKING STREET
(ย�านเมืองเก�าตะกั่วป�า และ ถนนคนเดิน)

Takuapa Old Town is rich in culture and full of the charm of 

past memories. Passing by the area, you can see the perennial 

Sino-Portuguese buildings and the daily lifestyles of the

locals which are entirely different from those in big cities.

On Sundays, the walking street market in Takuapa Old Town

is opened. 

LITTLE AMAZON
(คลองสังเน�ห�)

Don't miss your chance to experince Little Amazon and the natural

beauty that Thailand has to offer. The exotic jungle is home to ancient

banyan trees, one-of-a-kind wildlife and a stunning river. Perfect for

a day excursion in nature that you are soon to never forget. 

SAM CHONG TAI VILLAGE
(บ�านสามช�องใต�)

This small village is solely built on wooden stilts and connecting footbridges

that are almost floating above the water. The majority of the villagers

are f ishermen using traditional f ishing traps which has historically

defined and enriched their community for generations.

PLAI-POO HOT
SPRING
(บ�อนํ้าพ�ร�อนปลายพ��)

Plai-Poo Hot Springs are about 100 years old

and situated in the district of Kapong close

to Phu Ta Jor, one of the highest peaks in

Phang-Nga province at nearly 1,400 meters.

Plai Poo Hot Spring’s mainstream is the

mixture of hot spring and regular-stream,

creating a perfect, humanly-comforting warm

water to soak into the natural minerals.

:   8am - 5pm

:  1 hour by car

 

:  8.30am - 5pm

:  40 minutes by car

:   Nov-Apr only 5pm-8pm on Sundays (Walking Street)

:   1 hour 30 minutes by car

:  8am - 7pm

:  1 hour 22 minutes by car
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Beach & Island

:  8am - 4pm

:  30 minutes by car

 

THAI MUEANG BEACH
(หาดท�ายเหมือง)

A quite and tranquil beach about 10km long, Thai Mueang

beach is perfect for those days when you want to escape

the crowd. With a small stretch of street food restaurants

across the road, this beach is perfect for a beach getaway

just about 30 minutes away from Baba Beach Club Natai.

SURIN NATIONAL PARK
(อุทยานแห�งชาติหมู�เกาะสุร�นทร�)

The natural reserve consists of 80% water and over five

main islands varying in size. The Surin National Park

includes two large islands and is a true paradise for

many activities such as snorkelling, diving, sunbathing

and more. You can either take day trips or stay overnight

in the marine park. Surin National Park is a must-visit

and is highly recommended!

NANG THONG BEACH
(หาดนางทอง)

The pictureqsue black sandy beach of Nang Thong is

carefully enclosed by majestic rocks for the prefect

backdrop. During a low tide, you can enjoy a collection

of naturally formed "pools" amongst the rocks for an

unforgettable experience.

:  50 minutes by car

:   (Closing period between
    16 May - 15 October annually)

:   2 hour 24 minutes by car by car to Kura Buri
    and 3 hours by speedboat
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KO YAO NOI & 
KO YAO YAI
(เกาะยาวน�อยและเกาะยาวใหญ�)

It's located in Ko Yao District, Phang-Nga,

consisting of a collection of islands surrounded

by beautiful nature and an unforgettable

atmosphere. With friendly locals, mostly of

Islamic faith, offering local activities, ocean

exploration, beach adventures, and more. 

:  8am - 5pm

:  30 minutes by car to Thai Meuang National Park 
   (* Please check the weather with Front Office team 1 day 
   prior to the activity date. )

 

KHAO NA YAK
(เขาหน�ายักษ�)

The Unseen Paradise. Hidden at the back of a mountain,Khao

Na Yak can be reached only by a four- wheel car offered by Thai

Meuang National Park. When arrive, please feel free to let yourself

venturing into the colorful marine world, spending an exciting

half-day swimming and snorkeling in crystal clear blue water

and relaxing on a deserted white sandy beach.  

SIMILAN ISLAND
(หมู�เกาะส�มิลัน)

The Similan Islands located on the west coast of Southern Thailand

consists of eleven islands with Similan as the largest. The islands

gained international recognition thanks to the white sandy

beaches, crystal clear water and colorful marine life. It is a perfect

destination for those who love island hopping, snorkeling and

diving. The recommended visiting period is from November to

April.

:  All year round

:  30 minutes by car to Ao Po pier and
   30 minutes with speedboat

:  9am - 5pm

:  1 hour by car to Tab Lamu Pier and 1 hour by boat from Tab
   Lamu Pier to The Similan Islands
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:  9am - 6pm:  9am - 5pm

PHANG NGA BAY
(อ�าวพังงา)

:  30 minutes by car to Surakul Pier and 20 minutes by long-
   tail boat to Phang Nga Bay Or hotel speed boat available 
   at Front Desk

Phang Nga Bay is famous for its spectacular sceneries of 

limestone cliffs, small islands and dazzling green water. 

The highlight of Phang Nga Bay is ‘Koh Tapu’ or ‘James 

Bond Island’, a small islet of which its shape resembles 

a nail that was featured in the 1974 f ilm ‘The Man with 

the Golden Gun’. 

:  30 minutes by car to Surakul Pier and 1 hour 30 minutes by 
  long-tail boat to Ko Panyee Or hotel speed boat available 
  at Front Desk

Ko Panyee is the name of the Muslim Fisherman Village 

built on stilts floating out at the sea. The village was formed 

200 years ago when the first settler Toh Baboo decided to 

live there. Now around 315 Muslim families live together 

as a big community in Ko Panyee. 

Activities
MEMORY BEACH BAR
(เมมโมร�่ บีช บาร�) 

This lifestyle and adventure park focuses on its local community

and sustainability at its core. Blue Tree is perfect for a family

day of fun and adventure with over 15 eateries, shops and a 

countless number of lifestyle and entertainment activities.

You are sure to find something for everyone either at the Kids

Planet, ice rink, water park, zipline, forest and beyond.

:   5am - 11pm

:  48 minutes by car

:  10am - 9.30pm

:  1 hour by car

 
BLUE TREE
(สวนนํ้าบลูทร�)

Just about an hour away at Memory Beach Bar, rent a

surf board or take a surfing lesson and enjoy the day on

the beach. A popular spot among local surfers, divers,

tourist and more, this beach has it all: an unforgettable

beach bar, ocean view restaurant and even a f ireshow

at night.

KO PANYEE
(เกาะป�นหยี)
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Temple

:  8.30am - 5pm

:  20 minutes by car

WAT THASAI
TEMPLE
(วัดเทสก�ธรรมนาวา)

Testhammanawa Temple or Wat Thasai

situates peacefully  among pine forest

and Natai beach, Phang Nga.  The temple 

is very unique with its highlights:

the teak wood chapel impeccably

built in Thai style, the exquisite art

of indoor wood carving and the

delicate white jade Buddha statue

influenced by Indian art.

:  8.30am - 5pm

:  30 minutes by car

SUWANNAKUHA TEMPLE
(วัดสุวรรณคูหา

Suwannakuha Temple is an important historical site in Phang Nga.

The temple consists of a series of large connecting caves. The

highlight is the 15-meter long golden reclining Buddha statue.

Apart f rom the statue, there are Thai Benjarong porcelains,

antiquities and other smaller Buddha sculptures waiting to be

discovered.

BLUE CANYON
COUNTRY CLUB
(บลูแคนย�อน คันทร� คลับ)

For those who love playing golf, Blue Canyon

Country Club should be on your travel list. 

The Country Club is ranked as one of the

most prestigious golf clubs in the region.

Blue Canyon offers two-awards winning

championship golf courses : Canyon

Course and Lakes Course, in the area of

720 acres with a stunning backdrop of 

mountains and the Andaman Sea.

:  7am - 5pm

:  35 minutes by car

 Golf Course
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:  6am - 3pm

:  9am - 5pm (Close on weekends)

:  1 hour by car

KATATHONG GOLF COURSE
(กระทะทอง กอล�ฟ คอร�ส)

Located in a hidden valley in Phang Nga, Katathong Golf 

Course offers a great 18-hole golf course with idyllic 

natural scenery of lush palm trees, blue lagoon and verdant

mountains. Apart from exceptional landscape, Katathong

Golf Course also offers full professional facilities such as

driving range and golf academies to make your golf ing 

experiences as joyful and unforgettable. 

:  26 minutes by car (Temporary Closed)

AQUELLA GOLF RESORT &
COUNTRY CLUB
(สนามกอล�ฟ อะเควลล�า)

Designed to challenge every player whether you are a

novice or an experienced golfer, the Aquella Golf Resort &

Country Club features a 7,000 yard, par 72, 18-hole golf course

with panoramic ocean views of the Andaman Sea while being

nestled by a lush pine forest and tropical plants. 

KRUA MAI KOR
RESTAURANT
(ร�านอาหารครัวไม�ขอ)

At the heart of Khok Kloi town, this local restaurant is

famous for its crispy pork dishes praised by both locals

and surrounding towns. With the strong flavors of southern

Thai food and traditional decor, Krua Mai Kor restaurant

creates an enjoyable atmosphere for  a meal with family

and good friends. 

:  5pm - late

:  10 minutes by car

 Local  Restaurants
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:  10.30am - 10.30pm

:  25 minutes by car

SAMCHONG SEAFOOD
(ร�านอาหารสามช�องซีฟ��ด)

This floating wooden restaurant is located along the ocean

surrounded by mangroves, serves local Thai seafood dishes and

is a popular spot among the locals. Experience the local Phang-Nga

lifestyle with a gentle sea breeze and delicious Thai cuisine. 

:  10am - 10pm

:  10 minutes by car

:  10am - 8pm

:  15 minutes by car

KRUA KLANG DONG 
RESTAURANT
(ร�านอาหารครัวกลางดง)

If  you are looking for a restaurant in nature, Krua

Klang Dong restaurant is the one you should visit!

L o c a te d  c l o s e  to  t h e  Wa t  K h a o  wa te r f a l l ,  t h i s  

restaurant  of fers  t rue loca l  f lavors  of  southern 

Thai food in the middle of the jungle. 

TA TUAY RESTAURANT
(ร�านอาหารตาทวย)

Located by Sarasin Bridge, at this small restaurant you 

can expect to experience the iconic and strong flavors 

of local Phuket food as well as f resh seafood from the 

local f ishermen who deliver directly to the restaurant. 

Ta Tuay is a must-visit not only because of the delicious

food but the unique atmosphere with the ocean right 

next to you.

:  Monday - Saturday 11.30am - 9pm &
   Sunday 11.30am - 4pm

:  10 minutes by car

 

RUAN MAI KAEN RESTAURANT
(ร�านอาหารเร�อนไม�แก�น)

Offering everything from local & international food to pastries,

baked goods and homemade coffee, Ruan Mai Kaen has it all.

Usually referred to as the “Jungle Restaurant’ by locals, Ruan Mai

Kaen got its name from its wooden design.
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Offering everything f rom local & international food to 

pastries, baked goods and homemade coffee, Ruan Mai 

Kaen has it all. Usually referred to as the “Jungle Restaurant’

by locals, Ruan Mai Kaen got its name from its wooden 

design.

This traditional-style restaurant is directly located on

the beach with exclusive ocean views. Enjoy delicious

home-made Thai food with the sound of the waves in

the background. A must-try dish here is the: Fried

Seadfood Cicada With Garlic.

:  10am - 10pm :  10.30am -10pm
:  10 minutes by car :  15 minutes by car

Is a small restaurant in Mai Khao, Phuket, not far f rom

Phuket International Airport and has become the

restaurant that you f irst introduce to your Phuket

visitors. Kin Dee is known for their local Thai cuisine

paired with a few international dishes.

RUAN MAI KAEN RESTAURANT
(ร�านอาหารเร�อนไม�แก�น)

KIN DEE RESTAURANT
(ร�านอาหารกินดี)

:  10am - 10pm

:  10 minutes by car
:  9.30am - 9pm

:  7 minutes by car

 

Just a 7minute drive away from Baba Beach Club Natai,

Fah Chee (ฝาชี) is a loft-style restaurant with both indoor

and outdoor seating perfect for every occasion. They

serve everything from local Thai dishes to international

food options, paired with a live band setting the tone

for the evening.

JUK KA JUN SEAFOOD
(ร�านอาหารจั๊กจั่นซีฟ��ด)

FAH CHEE
(ร�านอาหารฝาชี)
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Coffee Shop

TONE
(ร�านกาแฟโตน)

Located just 6minuted away from Baba Beach Club Natai,

TONE coffee house offers various specialty coffees and sell

an exclusive selection of coffee beans. Sitting just underneath

a big mango tree, this is the perfect place for a quick escape.

:  7.30am - 5.30pm

:  10 minutes by car

:  9am - 4pm

:  6 minutes by car

 
MADE IN BLUE CAFE & BISTRO
(เมด อิน บลู คาเฟ� แอนด� บิสโทร)

For the prominent coffee lover, Made In Blue Café & Bistro

specializes in a selection of different roasted coffee beans.

With a cozy design and both indoor and outdoor seating

areas, enjoy a cup of coffee and relax under their big

tropical trees for a moment.

:  6am - 9pm

:  33 minutes by car

SAMET NANG CHEE BOUTIQUE
(ร�านอาหารเสม็ดนางชี)

Known for their unforgettable Southern Thai food menu,

this restaurant and bar resort is located about a 30minutes

drive away f rom Baba Beach Club Natai. Showcasing

a range of strong flavors and spices, Samet Nang Chee

Boutique combines traditional basket work and modern

interiors in their indoor and outdoor dining areas.

:  8am - 7pm

:  27 mins by car

CAFE'S JEN
(คาเฟ� เจ็น)

Café Jen is a casual all-day eatery with ocean views,

comfort food and specialty coffee. Bask in the sun

over lunch or dinner with the sound of the waves

softly rolling in the background.
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:  9am - 5pm
:  24 minutes by car

:  7am - 8pm

:  26 minutes by car

MANEE COFFEE SINCE 1960
(มานี คอฟฟ�� ซินส� 1960)

A historic and legendary coffee shop first established in the 

1960s, Manee Coffee is located inside the Ka Lai Market which

is just 20minuted away from Baba Beach Club Natai. They

have some of the best roasted coffee varieties as well as

various cakes and classic beverages. Revel in the surrounding

garden with views of the nearby mountain valley and canals.

JIB FAE LAE LAY
(จ�บแฟแลเล)

This small and quaint café is perfectly loacted directly on

Tai Mueng beach. Picturesque both inside and outside,

sit back, relax and enjoy the day with a cup of coffee in

hand. Make sure to take the opportunity to experience the

sunset on their rooftop, it's worth it!

Shopping
TURTLE VILLAGE SHOPS &
CUISINE
(เทอร�เทิล ว�ลเลจ ชอป แอนด� คว�ซีน)

Located only 20 minutes by car from Baba Beach Club 

Natai, Turtle Village Shopping complex offers a wide 

range of shops and vendors such as supermarkets, 

small cafes and clothing stores that cater to everything

you need.  

:  5am - 11am

:  3 mins by car

FISH MARKET NAI RAI
(ตลาดขายปลา ยามเช�าที่ท�าเร�อ หมู�บ�านในไร�)

One of the most memorable foodie destinations nearby

Baba Beach Club Natai is the Nai Rai Fish Market. 

Meet the local f ishermen selling their daily catch and

discover the traditional f ishing traps and their historic

customs.  I f  you feel  l ike going f ishing,  take the

o p p o r t u n i ty  to  j o i n  o n e  o f  t h e  va r i o u s  f i s h i n g

tour services available there.

:  8am - 9pm

:  20 mins by car
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A 50 meters long, colorful, and lively walking street gives you

a glimpse of daily life in southern Thailand and a chance to

find local products. Houses along the street still exhibit the

uniqueness of traditional construction. In terms of product

selling at the market are made by locals, traditional food,

snacks, dessert, and drinks are easily found at an affordable

price.

KAPONG MORNING MARKET
(ตลาดเช�ากลางหมอกเมืองกะปง)

:  Sunday 3pm – 8pm

:  1 hour by car

:  Sunday 5am – 9am

:  1 hour by car

 
PAK TAK WALKING STREET

(ถนนคนเดินบ�านปากถัก)

A well-known market among locals of its beauty on a foggy

morning and various local vendors' products. The market

has a wide range of fresh products – fruit, vegetable, meat,

and fish – and a section dedicated to clothing, souvenirs,

toys, massage oils, to religious artifacts. As with most Thai

markets, it's also a great place to sample local snacks at

affordable prices.

AO PO GRAND MARINA
(อ�าว ปอ แกรนด� มาร�น�า)

Marina

Equipped with 320 berths, a bistro-style restaurant and a

wide range of facilities and services, Phuket Yacht Haven is

perfect for travellers seeking a port-to-call right on the

Andaman Sea. With easy access to various beach destinations

and some of Phang Nga's and Phuket's picturesque islands,

what more could you ask for?

:  8.30am - 5.30pm

:  25 minutes by car
:   8am - 5pm

:  50 minutes by car

 
PHUKET YACHT HAVEN

(ยอร�ช เฮเว�น มาร�น�า ภูเก็ต)

Prefectly situated in the Phang Nga Bay, Ao Po Grand Marina

is a 24-hour access marina with zero low or high tide

restrictions. Accommodating superyachts over 100 meters,

paired with 300 berths and on-site yacht shops and

services. The Ao Po Grand Marina is also home to various

restaurants, eateries and ars as well as a pool and fitness center.
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BOAT LAGOON MARINA
(โบ�ท ลากูน มาร�น�า)

One of Phuket's first marina complex and lifestyle village,

the Boat Lagoon Marina is home to an international

standard full-service marina with boat repair services

with over 18 wet berths, 144 hardstands and 12 dry stacking

bays. With various shops, restaurants and more, the Boat

Lagoon Marina hosts a collection of fun events all year 

ound. 

:  11am - 9pm

:  58 mins by car

ROYAL PHUKET MARINA
(รอยัล ภูเก็ต มาร�น�า)

Winner of the 5 Gold Anchor Award, this state-of-the-art

marina is also the first and only award-winning marina

in Thailand. The Royal Phuket Marina features everything

from wet berths, hard stands, dry stacks, alongside luxury

waterfront properties both for rent and sale.

:  6am - 11pm

:  54 mins by car

:  24 hours

:  36 minutes by car

BAN HIN ROM PIER
(ท�าเร�อบ�านหินร�ม)

Revered as one of Phang Nga's most beautiful ports,

B a n  H i n  R o m  P i e r  e f f o r t l e s s l y  e m b r a c e s  i t s

surroundings and exotic nature. Home to many local

f isherman, you can f ind many tour options taking

you to nearby islands such as Koh Ta Pu, Tham Lot,

Ko Panyee and more.

:  8am - 4.30pm

:  40 minutes by car

BAN KLONG KIEN PIER
(ท��าเร�อบ�านคลองเคียน)

This peaceful pier is slightly off the beaten track. Ban

Klong Kien Pier is located about 40 minutes away from

Baba Beach Club Natai in an area known for its natural

tourist attractions: Lawa Island, Hong Island and Panak

Island. 
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